
 

 

Blended Season Gift Card Holder 
Compliments of www.TooCoolStamping.com   

All images © 1990-2018 Stampin’ Up!® 
Supplies:  

Stamps – Blended Seasons (149016c or 149019w) 
Paper – Sahara Sand (121043); Crushed Curry (131199); Copper Foil Sheets (142020); 
Wood Textures Designer Series Paper (144177); Whisper White Envelopes (107301) 
Ink – StazOn Black (101406); Crushed Curry (147087); Cajun Craze (147085) 
Tools – Watercolor Pencils Assortment 2 (149014); Stitched Seasons Framelit Dies 
(149013 or bundle with stamps to save 10%); Aqua Painter (103954); Big Shot (143263); 
Tear & Tape Adhesive (138995); Fine Tip Glue Pen (138309) 

  
Measurements:   

 Sahara Sand card stock:            7” x 3-3/4” 
scored at 5”  

 Crushed Curry card stock:            1” x 4”  
 Wood Texture DSP:                       3-3/4” x 6”  
 Copper Sheet:     scrap for leaf  

   
Instructions: 

1. Cut the largest label shape from the Wood 
Textures DSP.  

2. Fold the Sahara Sand card stock at the score line 
and lay the largest label die on it so it just hangs 
off the folded edge, then cut out the shape on the 
Big Shot (fig.1).  



 

 

3. Score the top of the Sahara Sand shape (opposite end 
from the fold) at 1/2” (fig.2)  

4. Stamp the leaves and “Wishing You” Stamp sentiment on 
the folded end of Sahara Sand shape. 

5. Stamp the “You’re the Friend” sentiment on the Crushed 
Curry card stock strip and the leaves on the left side of 
DSP cut-out using StazOn ink.  

6. Color all leaves with Watercolor Pencils and Aqua 
Painter (use as little water as possible so your DSP 
doesn’t warp too much). 

7. Cut the Crushed Curry sentiment with the largest label 
shape and a copper leaf framelit. 

8. Adhere Tear & Tape to the back of the folded side of the 
Sahara card to create a pocket for a gift card. Adhere the 
Wood Texture label to the top of the Sahara card (above 
the score line) using Tear & Tape adhesive as the front 
of the card. 

9. Attach “You’re the Friend” to the front of the card and copper leaf with Fine tip glue pen.  
10. Stamp leaf stamp and stamp leaves on the front of the envelope using Crushed Curry 

and Cajun Craze ink pads.  


